Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Supervised classification \[[@CR15]\] aims to predict the value of a *class variable* associated with an instance, described by a set of *features* or *attributes*. This prediction usually consists of a single value.

However, in many cases, there is no information available enough to point only one state of the class variable. In these cases, it is more informative that the classifier predicts a set of values of the class variable, which is known as an *imprecise prediction*. Classifiers that make this type of predictions are known as *imprecise classifiers*.

When it is used an imprecise classifier, a set of class values might be obtained. It is composed of those states for which there is no another "better" one according to a criterion, which is called *dominance criterion*. The set of predicted states of the class variable is known as the set of *non-dominated states*.

In order to build an imprecise classifier, it is more suitable to apply models based on imprecise probabilities, instead of the ones that use the classical probability theory. In the literature, there are many mathematical theories associated with imprecise probabilities, such as belief functions, closed and convex sets of probability distributions (also called credal sets), probability intervals, etc \[[@CR16]\].

In the literature, few methods for imprecise classification have been developed. The first one of them was the Naive Credal Classifier (NCC) \[[@CR10], [@CR24]\]. It uses the Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) \[[@CR22]\], a mathematical model of imprecise probabilities that makes statistical inferences from multinomial data, and the Naive Bayes assumption (all the attributes are independent given the class variable) to produce an imprecise classification.

In \[[@CR4]\], it is proposed a new adaptation of the Credal Decision Trees (CDTs) \[[@CR5]\], very simple and interpretable models, to Imprecise Classification. It is called Imprecise Credal Decision Tree (ICDT). In that work, it is shown, via an experimental analysis, that ICDT is a more informative method than NCC since it is more precise. In this work, we focus on the ICDT algorithm.

The ICDT proposed so far is based on the IDM. This model satisfies several principles which have been claimed to be desirable for inference, such as the *representation invariance principle* \[[@CR22]\]. According to it, inferences on future events should be independent of the arrangement and labeling of the sample space. Nevertheless, IDM assumes previous knowledge about the data through a single hyperparameter *s* \[[@CR22]\]. It is not a very desirable property because these assumptions are not always realistic.

For the previous reason, a Non Parametric model for Predictive Inference (NPI-M) was proposed in \[[@CR8]\]. This model does not make any prior assumptions about the data. In addition, NPI-M is a nonparametric approach.

Both IDM and NPI-M have been applied to Decision Trees (DT) for precise classification in the literature \[[@CR6], [@CR18], [@CR19]\]. When the IDM is applied to DTs, it has been shown that the performance has a strong dependence on the *s* parameter \[[@CR19]\]. In \[[@CR6]\], the NPI-M is shown to have always an equivalent performance to IDM with the standard s value when both models are applied to DTs.

For the previous reasons, in this work, we propose a new adaptation of CDTs to Imprecise Classification based on the NPI-M. It is called Imprecise Credal Decision Tree NPI (ICDT-NPI). It is similar to the already existing adaptation, but our proposed one is based on the NPI-M, instead of the IDM.

An extensive experimental research is carried out in this work. In it, we use the ICDT-NPI algorithm and the ICDT with different values of the *s* parameter for the IDM. This experimentation shows that, as in precise classification, the NPI-M provides equivalent results to the IDM with the best choice of the *s* hyperparameter when both models are applied to the adaptation of CDTs to Imprecise Classification.

This paper is arranged as follows: The Imprecise Dirichlet Model and the Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model are explained in Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, respectively. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} describes the dominance criteria for Imprecise Classification used in this research. The adaptation of the Credal Decision Trees to Imprecise Classification is exposed in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Section [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} describes the main evaluation metrics that are used in imprecise classification. In Sect. [7](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, the experimental analysis is detailed. Conclusions are given in Sect. [8](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.

The Imprecise Dirichlet Model {#Sec2}
=============================
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The Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) \[[@CR22]\] is subsumed into the probability intervals theory \[[@CR11]\]. According to this model, the variable *X* takes each one of its possible values $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As it is shown in \[[@CR1]\], this set of probability intervals is reachable and gives rise to the following closed and convex set of probability distributions, also called credal set:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Non-parametric Predictive Inference Model {#Sec3}
=========================================

Let *X* be a discrete variable whose set of possible values is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model (NPI-M) \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\] utilizes a *probability wheel* representation of the data. On it, it is used a line from the center of the wheel to its boundary to represent each one of the observations. The wheel is partitioned into *N* slices with the same size. Each possible value can be represented only by a single sector of the wheel. This implies that two or more lines representing the same category must always be positioned next to each other on the wheel. The NPI-M is based on the circular $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{N}$$\end{document}$. Thus, it must be decided which value of the *X* variable represents. If two lines that represent the same category border to a slice, that slice must be assigned to this value. Nevertheless, when a slice is bordered by two lines that represent different values, it can be assigned to one of the two categories associated with the slice's bordering lines, or to any value that has not been observed yet.
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In order to determine the lower and upper probabilities of *A*, NPI-M considers all the possible configurations of the wheel. The difference between both probabilities is due to the non-observed categories. In \[[@CR3]\], it is shown that the lower and upper probabilities of *A* are obtained as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In \[[@CR3]\], it was proved that the lower and upper probabilities associated with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {P}(\mathcal {I})$$\end{document}$ coincide with the lower and upper probabilities given by ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Therefore, the lower and upper probabilities corresponding to the NPI-M can be extracted via the lower and upper probabilities for singletons, which produce a set of probability intervals, and, consequently, a credal set. Nevertheless, in \[[@CR3]\], it is shown that, in this set, there are probability distributions that are not compatible with the NPI-M.

If we consider all the probability distributions belonging to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {P}(\mathcal {I})$$\end{document}$, it is obtained an approximated model, called Approximate Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model (A-NPI-M) \[[@CR3]\]. It utilizes the convex hull of the set of probability distributions compatible with the NPI-M. In this way, when the A-NPI-M is used, a set of difficult constraints is avoided and the exact model is simplified. In \[[@CR3]\], it is shown that NPI-M and A-NPI-M have a similar behavior when both models are applied to CDTs. For these reasons, in this work, we consider the A-NPI-M.

Dominance Criteria in Imprecise Classification {#Sec4}
==============================================

In Imprecise Classification, it is used a *dominance criterion* to select the states of the class variable that are not "defeated" under that criterion by another. In order to do it, if we have a set of probability intervals, as in this research, we can use the bounds of the intervals.
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                \begin{document}$$l_i \ge u_j$$\end{document}$.Let suppose now that the probability of the class variable *C* is expressed by a non-empty credal set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Credal dominance is a more significant criterion than stochastic dominance \[[@CR24]\]. However, it is usually more difficult to verify. Under the IDM and the A-NPI-M, both dominance criteria are equivalent \[[@CR2]\]. Hence, with both IDM and A-NPI-M, if we check that one state dominates stochastically to another, then we know that there is credal dominance of the first state on the second one. Therefore, with IDM, as well as with A-NPI-M, it is just necessary to consider the extreme values of the intervals to know the cases of credal dominance among the possible states of *C*.

Credal Decision Trees for Imprecise Classification {#Sec5}
==================================================

The adaptation of Credal Decision Tree algorithm (CDT) \[[@CR5]\] to Imprecise Classification (ICDT) was proposed in \[[@CR4]\]. It is called Imprecise Credal Decision Tree algorithm (ICDT).

As in CDTs, in ICDT, each node corresponds to an attribute or feature variable and there is a branch for each possible value of that attribute. When entering a feature in a node does not provide more information about the class variable according to a criterion, a terminal or leaf node is reached. Unlike in precise classification, where this leaf node is labeled with the most probable class value, in ICDTs, the leafs nodes are empty. When a new example is required to be classified, it is made a path from the root to a terminal node using the values of its attributes. Whereas in precise classification the most probable class value in that leaf node is assigned, in ICDTs, for each value of the class variable, it is obtained a probability interval.

The most important issue of the building process of the ICDT is the split criterion, i.e, the criterion utilized to select the attribute to split in each node. In ICDT, the split criterion is the same as the one used in CDT.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {D}$$\end{document}$ associated with *C* corresponding to a model based on probability intervals[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} .

The split criterion utilized in the ICDT algorithm utilizes the maximum of the Shannon entropy \[[@CR21]\] on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} H^{*}(\mathcal {P}^{\mathcal {D}}(C)) = \max \left\{ H(p) \mid p \in \mathcal {P}^{\mathcal {D}}(C)\right\} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$being *H* the Shannon entropy.

The maximum of entropy is a well-established measure on credal sets that satisfies good properties and behavior \[[@CR16]\].

Hence, the split criterion used in ICDT is the Imprecise Information Gain (IIG) \[[@CR5]\]. It is defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X = x_i$$\end{document}$.

The main difference among the CDT and ICDT algorithms resides in the criterion utilized to classify an instance once a terminal node is reached. The CDT algorithm assigns the most frequent class value in that leaf. Nevertheless, the ICDT algorithm assigns a probability interval to each one of the possible values of the class variable using the relative frequencies in the leaf node and a model based on probability intervals. Then, a dominance criterion is used to obtain the set of non-dominated states. In this research, the models considered are the IDM and the A-NPI-M. Thus, since with these models stochastic and credal dominance are equivalent and the first one is much easier to verify, we use the stochastic dominance in this work.

The procedure to classify a new instance in the ICDT algorithm can be summarized in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1.Classification of a new instance in ICDT algorithm.

In this research, we compare the use of the A-NPI-M for the credal sets associated with the class variable, in the building process of the ICDT algorithm and to obtain the probability intervals for the class values in the terminal nodes, with the use of the IDM with different values of the *s* parameter.

Evaluation Metrics in Imprecise Classification {#Sec6}
==============================================

An evaluation measure for Imprecise Classification should take into consideration two points. The first one of them is if the prediction is right, i.e if the real class value is among the predicted ones. The second point is how informative is the predicted set of states, which is measured by its cardinality.

Several metrics only focus on one of the issues commented above, such as:**Determinacy:** It is the proportion of instances for which the classifier returns a single class value.**Single Accuracy:** It consists of the accuracy between the instances for which there is just one predicted state.**Set Accuracy:** It measures, on the instances for which there is more than one predicted state, the proportion of them for which its real state is among the predicted ones.**Indeterminacy Size:** It is the average size of the predicted states set.

As it can be observed, none of these metrics is suitable to measure the whole performance of an imprecise classifier.

In \[[@CR10]\], it was proposed a measure to provide a global evaluation of an imprecise classifier, called *Discounted Accuracy measure* (DACC), defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall i = 1,2,\ldots ,n$$\end{document}$.

We shall denote *k* the number of class values.

It can be observed that DACC is an accuracy measure: it does not add any value for the erroneous predictions and, for the correct ones, the added value is "penalized" by the number of predicted states. The optimal value of *DACC* is 1. It is achieved when there is always a single predicted state and all the predictions are right. If the classifier always predicts all the possible values of the class variable, the value of DACC is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{1}{k}$$\end{document}$. This value should be lower because in this case, the classifier is not informative.

In \[[@CR4]\], a new metric for imprecise classification, MIC, was proposed. It penalizes the errors in a strict sense. When there is a correct prediction for an instance, MIC adds a value that depends on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{\left| U_i\right| }{k}$$\end{document}$. If the prediction for an instance is incorrect, MIC adds a constant value, which depends on *k*. More specifically, MIC is defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} MIC = \frac{1}{N_{Test}}\left( \sum _{i: Success}\log {\frac{\left| U_i\right| }{k}} + \frac{1}{k-1}\sum _{i: Error}\log {k}\right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$As can be seen, the optimal value of MIC is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\log {k}$$\end{document}$. It is reached when, for all the instances, only the real class value is predicted. Besides, when a classifier always returns as predicted states all the possible ones, i.e, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\forall i = 1, \ldots , N_{Test}$$\end{document}$, the value of *MIC* is equal to 0. It makes sense because, in this case, the classifier does not give any information.

Experimentation {#Sec7}
===============

Experimental Settings {#Sec8}
---------------------

Remark that, in this experimentation, the aim is to compare the use of the A-NPI-M versus the IDM in the ICDT algorithm, in the building process and for the selection of non-dominated states. For the reasons explained in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, the stochastic dominance criterion is used. For evaluation, we use the DACC and MIC measures, as in \[[@CR4]\].

Within this Section, we call ICDT-IDM to the Imprecise Decision Tree with the IDM and ICDT-NPI to the Imprecise Decision Tree with the A-NPI-M.

To compare the performance between both algorithms, as in the experimentation carried out in \[[@CR4]\], 34 known datasets have been used. They can be downloaded from the *UCI Machine Learning repository* \[[@CR17]\]. These datasets are diverse concerning the size of the set, the number of continuous and discrete attributes, the number of values per variable, the number of class values, etc. The most relevant characteristics of each dataset can be seen in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

As it was done in \[[@CR4]\], in each dataset, missing values have been replaced with the mean value for continuous variables and with modal values for discrete attributes. After that, in each database, continuous attributes have been discretized using the Fayyad and Irani's discretization method \[[@CR13]\].Table 1.Data set description. Column "N" is the number of instances in the data sets, column "Feat" is the number of features or attribute variables, column "Num" is the number of numerical variables, column "Nom" is the number of nominal variables, column "k" is the number of cases or states of the class variable (always a nominal variable) and column "Range" is the range of states of the nominal variables of each data set.Data setNFeatNumNomkRangeanneal8983863262--10arrhythmia45227920673162audiology22669069242--6autos20525151072--22balance-scale6254403--car172860643--4cmc147392732--4dermatology3663413362--4ecoli3667707--flags1943022882--13hypothyroid37723072342--4iris1504403--letter200001616026--lymphography1461831542--8mfeat-pixel20002400240104--6nursery1296080842--4optdigits56206464010--page-blocks5473101005--pendigits109921616010--postop-patient-data9090932--4primary-tumor33917017212--3segment2310191607--soybean68335035192--7spectrometer5311011001484splice31906006034--6sponge764404432--9tae15153232vehicle946181804--vowel99011101112waveform5000404003--wine178131303--zoo1011611672

We have used the Weka software \[[@CR23]\] for this experimentation. We have started from the implementation of the ICDT-IDM algorithm given in this software and we have added the necessary methods to use the ICDT-NPI. For ICDT-IDM, three values of the s parameter have been used: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s = 3$$\end{document}$. The rest of the parameters used in both algorithms have been the ones given by default in Weka. This software has been also used for the preprocessing steps described above. We denote ICDT-IDMi to ICDT-IDM with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i = 1,2,3$$\end{document}$.

For each dataset, a 10-fold cross-validation procedure has been repeated 10 times.

For statistical comparisons, consistently with \[[@CR12]\], we have used the following tests to compare more than two classifiers on a large number of datasets with a level of significance of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha = 0.05$$\end{document}$:**Friedman test** \[[@CR14]\]: A non-parametric test that ranks the algorithms separately for each dataset (the best performing algorithm is assigned to the rank 1, the second-best, rank 2, and so on). The null hypothesis of the Friedman test is that all the algorithms have equivalent performance.When the null hypothesis of the Friedman test is rejected, all the algorithms are compared to each other by using the **Nemenyi test** \[[@CR20]\].

For the statistical tests, the Keel software \[[@CR7]\] has been used.

Results and Discussion {#Sec9}
----------------------

Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} show, respectively, the main results corresponding to DACC and MIC measures. Specifically, these tables allow us to see the average values, the Friedman ranks, and the pairs of algorithms for which there are significant differences according to Nemenyi pos-hoc. We do not show the complete results here due to the limitations of space, they can be found in <http://flanagan.ugr.es/IPMU2020.html>.Table 2.Summary of the results for the DACC measure. Column "Nemenyi" shows the algorithms in which the algorithm in the row performs significantly better according to the Nemenyi test.AlgorithmAverageFriedman rankNemenyiICDT-NPI0.76751.9118ICDT-IDM3ICDT-IDM1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {0.7763}$$\end{document}$2.3382ICDT-IDM3ICDT-IDM20.76062.4853--ICDT-IDM30.74823.2647-- Table 3.Summary of the results for the MIC measure. Column "Nemenyi" shows the algorithms in which the algorithm in the row performs significantly better according to the Nemenyi test.AlgorithmAverageFriedman rankNemenyiICDT-NPI1.34141.9706ICDT-IDM3ICDT-IDM1$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As it can be observed, for both DACC and MIC metrics, the best average value is obtained by ICDT-IDM1, followed by ICDT-NPI, ICDT-IDM2, and ICDT-IDM3. In addition, for both evaluation measures, the ICDT-NPI algorithm obtains the best rank according to the Friedman test. Regarding ICDT-IDM, the higher is the value of the *s* parameter, the higher is the rank. The results of the Nemenyi post-hoc allow us to observe that the results obtained by ICDT-NPI are significantly better than the ones obtained by ICDT-IDM with the worst *s* value ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s = 3$$\end{document}$. For both evaluation metrics, ICDT-NPI, ICDT-IDM1, and ICDT-IDM2 have an equivalent performance.

Hence, the performance of the ICDT-IDM algorithm depends on the choice of the *s* hyperparameter. Regarding ICDT-NPI, the results obtained for this algorithm are statistically equivalent to the ones obtained by ICDT-IDM with the best *s* parameter. Furthermore, ICDT-NPI performs significantly better than ICDT-IDM with the worst value of the *s* hyperparameter.

For a deeper analysis, Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the average values of Determinacy, Single Accuracy, Set Accuracy and Indeterminacy size for each algorithm.Table 4.Average results obtained for basic metrics by each algorithm. Best scores are marked in bold.AlgorithmDeterminacySingle accuracySet accuracyIndeterminacy sizeICDT-NPI0.9002$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Firstly, ICDT-IDM1 achieves the highest average Determinacy. It means that the highest number of instances for which only one state is predicted is obtained with ICDT-IDM1. NPI-M obtains the second-highest value in Determinacy, followed by ICDT-IDM2 and ICDT-IDM3 for all the noise levels.

However, for the accuracy among the instances for which it is predicted just a state of the class variable (Single Accuracy), ICDT-IDM obtains the worst performance with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s=1$$\end{document}$. In the ICDT-IDM algorithm, the higher is the value of the *s* parameter, the better is the performance in Single Accuracy. The best Single Accuracy is obtained with ICDT-NPI.

Regarding Set Accuracy, which measures the average number of instances for which the real class value is between the predicted ones, the results are similar to the ones obtained in Single Accuracy: ICDT-IDM performs better as the value of the *s* parameter is higher and ICDT-NPI outperforms ICDT-IDM with the three *s* values considered.

The lowest value of the Indeterminacy size, which measures the average size of the non-dominated states, is achieved with ICDT-IDM1. Moreover, the lower is the *s* value for ICDT-IDM, the lower is the indeterminacy size. The highest average number of non-dominated states is obtained with ICDT-NPI.

Therefore, with ICDT-NPI, it is attained the best trade-off between predicting only one state and making correct predictions. This algorithm obtains the second-highest score in Determinacy and the best one in Single Accuracy, whereas ICDT-IDM1, which achieves the highest Determinacy, obtains the worst results in Single Accuracy. Besides, when there is more than one predicted state, in the ICDT algorithm, the size of the predicted states sets is larger as the value if the *s* value is higher and the largest set is obtained with the ICDT-NPI algorithm. Nevertheless, ICDT-NPI obtains the highest percentage of instances for which the real class value is predicted and, in the ICDT-IDM algorithm, this percentage is lower as the value of the *s* parameter is higher.

**Summary of the Results:** The ICDT-IDM algorithm predicts the real class value more frequently as long as the value of the *s* parameter is higher. However, if the *s* value is higher, then the predictions made by ICDT-IDM are less informative in the sense that the size of the predicted class values set is larger. With ICDT-NPI, although the size of the predicted states set is, on average, larger than with ICDT-IDM, it is achieved the best trade-off between predicting fewer states of the class variable and making correct predictions.

The results obtained with DACC and MIC measures allow us to deduce that ICDT-NPI performs equivalently to ICDT-IDM with the best choice of the *s* parameter. Moreover, the results obtained by ICDT-NPI are significantly better than the ones obtained by ICDT-IDM with the worst *s* value. Consequently, the NPI-M is more suitable to be applied to the adaptation of CDTs to Imprecise Classification, since the NPI-M is free of parameters.

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

In this work, we have dealt with the problem of Imprecise Classification. Specifically, we have considered the adaptation of the Credal Decision Trees, Decision Trees that use imprecise probabilities, to this field.

The adaptation of Credal Decision Trees to Imprecise Classification proposed so far was based on the Imprecise Dirichlet Model, a model based on imprecise probabilities that assumes prior knowledge about the data through a hyperparameter *s*. For this reason, in this research, a new adaptation of Credal Decision Trees to Imprecise Classification based on the Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model has been presented. This model, which is also based on imprecise probabilities, solves the main drawback of the Imprecise Dirichlet Model: it does not make any prior assumption about the data; it is a non-parametric approach.

An experimental research carried out in this work has shown that the new adaptation of Credal Decision Trees to Imprecise Classification based on the Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model has equivalent performance to the Imprecise Credal Decision Tree based on the Imprecise Dirichlet Model with the best *s* value. The results obtained by Imprecise Credal Decision Tree with Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model are also significantly better than the ones obtained by Imprecise Credal Decision Tree with the Imprecise Dirichlet Model with the worst *s* value. Although with the Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model the set of predicted class values is larger than with the Imprecise Dirichlet Model, with the first model it is achieved a better trade-off between making correct predictions and predicting fewer states of the class variable.

Therefore, taking into account that the Non-Parametric Predictive Inference Model is free of parameters, it can be concluded that this model is more suitable to be applied to the adaptations of Credal Decision Trees to Imprecise Classification than the Imprecise Dirichlet Model.

In this work we will consider the A-NPI-M, unlike in \[[@CR4]\], where the IDM is employed.
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